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- Ott - Discography (2002-2008) FLAC Thu Dec 19, 2013 - 10:01 AM // CyberStyle Connor Ott devoted some years of his
musical activity to the publication of ten discs with various compositions playing on the same Trooptronix record. "I really like
the sound of Sakura yo Gasshidou and Yo Guru Guren, but I added material from a few more Troot songs," the musician said.
Thus, he formed his own "Playlist", among which you can find Trooper God (1984), Treasure of the Sun (1987), Snow Pack

(1989), Reflection (1993), Circulation (1998) and Resurrection (1999). Eight clips were filmed for all these compositions. Ott
recently celebrated its 20th anniversary and released two new videos, one of which is called Rising. TriangleMan - lyrical

compositions written by a group of authors led by Nishito - director, composer, arranger and sound engineer. The band's label is
Troe. "It was always a mystery to me why the members were the same gender as me. And it was really unexpected, because I

didn't know what could be played," Nishi admitted. He also said that he enjoyed the band and the record label a lot, and Ott has
already sold about 70,000 copies of his CDs. In the near future, Triangelman plans to release the single Watroone ("Bigfoot"),

thanks to which it became known that in January there will be thousands of concerts in Japan, in which the members of Trianga
Man will take part. Ott decided to revive his "Progress Album" by releasing it in four different versions ranging from 4 to 8

tracks. The preamble to the album is called "Remembering the Past". The album features guitarist Hayashi Hachizuki,
keyboardist Hiroshi Toge, bassist Haruki Takahashi, and keyboardist Ryoshi Takahashi. The reissue includes cover artwork by

Nishi, who was invited to draw the latest and most current cover art for these discs. Follow the news on BlogScan.ru! Head of M-
GANG party club says if they have more time
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